Faculty News

New Faculty

**Dr. Angela Dut**a is joining Haskayne as an instructor in Business Technology Management. She holds a PhD in Computer Science from the University of Calgary in the area of database privacy, a Certificate in Project Management and a Natural Nutrition Consultant diploma. She has also studied accounting and corporate taxation. She has taught multiple computer science courses at the University of Calgary, Mount Royal University and SAIT. Her research interests lie at the intersection of databases and natural approaches for health.

**Dr. Jingjing Wang** is joining Haskayne as an assistant professor in Accounting. She holds a PhD from Rotman School of Management, University of Toronto. Her research interests include financial accounting, regulations and standards, information disclosure, auditing, textual analysis, and machine learning. She is passionate about research that has implications for accounting practice and the use of machine learning and textual analysis techniques to identify linguistic signs that could inform investors.

**Dr. Megan Bailey** has been recruited as assistant professor, Finance. Megan comes to Haskayne with a PhD in Public Policy from Harvard University, and she will be seconded 75% to the School of Public Policy. She is an economist with research interests in innovation and technological change, climate change policy, and the energy sector. Her graduate research was funded by the U.S. National Science Foundation.
Honours and Awards

**Alain Verbeke** was appointed as a fellow of the European International Business Academy (EIBA) in 2019. He is one of the only 30 current fellows internationally.

Alain was reappointed to editorial board of *Academy of Management Review*, 2020–2023.

The *Journal of International Business Studies* (JIBS), led by **Alain Verbeke**, Editor-in-Chief, has earned the status of “top rated” Springer Nature journal for editorial excellence, based on author satisfaction surveys. More than 94% of authors agreed strongly that “the editors managed the peer review process well” and that “the editorial advice and comments throughout the process helped to improve the paper.”

JIBS, an Eyes High Star journal, is now the third-ranked journal in both the business and management categories of the Social Science Citation Index (SSCI), with an impact factor of 9.15.

**Alex David** was appointed guest editor of a special volume on “Global Markets and Energy Future” for an interdisciplinary journal, *Energies*.

**Candace Moody** was awarded CPA Education Foundation Teaching Prize.
Luminita Enache received an Outstanding Discussant Award from the American Accounting Association (AAA) Financial Accounting and Reporting Section (FARS), to be presented at the 2021 FARS Midyear Meeting in Denver, CO.

Phil Davidson won a Students’ Union Teaching Excellence Award.

Syed Jafri won a Students’ Union Teaching Excellence Award.


Houston Peschl received a University of Calgary Teaching Award (award for full-time academic staff – instructor).
Dean’s Research Scholars, 2020

**Alfred Lehar**, FNCE

**Heechun Kim**, SGMA

**Justin Weinhardt**, OBHR

**Liena Kano**, SGMA


Tunde Ogunfowora, OBHR

Oleks Osiyevskyy, ENTI

Olga Petricevic, ENTI

Osman Alp, OSCM

Mohammad Keyhani, ENTI
Anup Srivastava, ACCT

Barrie Nault, BTMA


Seok-Woo Kwon, ENTI
Dean’s Awards

Faculty Awards

Anup Srivastava
Dean’s Award for Innovative Research

Julian Norris
Dean’s Award for Unparalleled Learning Opportunities

Luminita Enache
Dean’s Award for Innovative Research

Staff Awards

Pat Kaip
Dean’s Award for Organizational Culture

Sylvia Trosch
Dean’s Award for Unparalleled Learning Opportunities

Tania Jamault
Dean’s Award for Meaningful Community Engagement
Mixed Collaborative Team Award

Research Communication Working Group:
Yrjo Koskinen, Stephane Massinon, Karen Perl-Pollard, Fay Wilkinson
Dean’s Mixed Collaborative Team Award

Appointments

Martin Halek
Associate Dean (Graduate Professional Programs)

Leighton Wilks
Associate Dean (Teaching and Learning)

Allan Ingelson
Promoted to Full Professor of Law

Michael Wright
Promoted to Full Professor of Accounting
Research Funding

External Funding

**Giovani da Silveira** (co-applicant) with PI Anne Snowdon (Windsor University) and 19 other co-applicants, including BC (4), AB (5), MB (1), ON (5), QC (3), NS (1).


$1,300,000 over 1 year

---

**James Agarwal** (PI) with co-applicants **Oleks Osiyevskyy** and **Tatiana Vashchilko**

SSHRC Insight Grant

“Dynamic Structure of Country Political Environment and Its Impact on Entrepreneurial Activities”

$75,176

---

**Tunde Ogunfowora** (PI) with co-applicant **Piers Steel**

SSHRC Insight Grant

“Construct Clean Up Time: Moral Character Traits and their Cognitive-Emotional Links to Moral and Immoral Employee Behaviours at Work”

$173,634
Internal Funding

CCAL Leadership Research Grants

Jaana Woiceshyn (PI) with Jo-Louise Huq
CCAL Leadership Research Grant
“Medical Leadership Changes in Response to a Crisis”
$7,613

GBFI Corporate Longevity Research Grants

James Agarwal (PI) with Hillbun Ho (U Tech Sydney)
Global Business Futures Initiative (GBFI) Corporate Longevity Research Grant
“The Influence of Top Management Team Human Capital on Firm Adaptation – An Organizational Life Stage Perspective”
$15,144

Liena Kano (PI) with Alain Verbeke
Global Business Futures Initiative (GBFI) Corporate Longevity Research Grant
“Governance for Longevity”
$13,097

Mohammad Keyhani (PI)
Global Business Futures Initiative (GBFI) Corporate Longevity Research Grant
“Strategic Responsiveness and Resilience after Crises”
$8,000
Ari Pandes (PI) with Yrjo Koskinen and Shuai Yang
Global Business Futures Initiative (GBFI) Corporate Longevity Research Grant
“If you want to maximize profits, manage for the long-term”
$14,259

Chad Saunders (PI)
Global Business Futures Initiative (GBFI) Corporate Longevity Research Grant
“Impact of Pivotal Events in Influencing Corporate Longevity for Medium Sized Enterprises in Alberta”
$9,500

HSB Covid Grants

Jaana Woiceshyn
HSB Covid Research Grant
“Medical Leadership Changes in Response to a Crisis”
$1,500

Hooman Hidaji (PI) with Ray Patterson
HSB Covid Research Grant
“Impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on third-party usage by websites”
$1,500

Mohammad Keyhani
HSB Covid Case-Writing Grant
“A Crisis Opportunity: Refocusing a Biomedical Device Startup to Develop a Diagnostic Test for COVID-19”
$3,000

Osman Alp
HSB Covid Research Grant
“Impact of COVID-19 on Global Supply Chains”
$1,500
Hunter Centre Teaching and Curriculum Development Grants

**Alice de Koning**  
Hunter Centre Teaching and Curriculum Development Grant  
$12,500

**Chad Saunders**  
Hunter Centre Teaching and Curriculum Development Grant  
$8,000

**Houston Peschl**  
Hunter Centre Teaching and Curriculum Development Grant  
$2,000

**Michael Robinson**  
Hunter Centre Teaching and Curriculum Development Grant  
$12,500

**Mohammad Keyhani (PI) with Kris Hans**  
Hunter Centre Teaching and Curriculum Development Grant  
$12,500

**Oleks Osiyevsky**  
Hunter Centre Teaching and Curriculum Development Grant  
$12,500
Program for Undergraduate Research Experience (PURE)

Emily Wang, Haskayne School of Business, with Supervisor Adam Murry (Department of Psychology)
“Advancing ii’taa’poh’to’p: A Curriculum Map and Program Model for Post-Secondary Indigenous Studies”
16 Weeks, $6,000

Ivy Mai, Haskayne School of Business, with supervisor Justin Weinhardt
“Reactions towards AI in selection”
16 Weeks, $6,000

Roberto Torres Martinez, Haskayne School of Business, with supervisor Zahra Premji
“Omar Khadr vs Canada - The unanswered questions”
16 Weeks, $6,000

Keila Banza Mulongo Banza, Haskayne School of Business, with supervisor Marco Bijvank
“Using Machine Learning for Early Prediction of Hospital Admission for Emergency Department Patients”
16 Weeks, $6,000

Natalie Chen, Haskayne School of Business
Supervisor: Marco Bijvank
“Predictors of Abdominal CT Utilization for Low-Risk Patients in Calgary Emergency Departments”
16 Weeks, $6,000

Caleb Braun, Haskayne School of Business
Supervisor: Alireza Sabouri
“Predicting Pathological Responses to Neo-Adjuvant Chemotherapy based on Patient Features”
16 Weeks, $6,000
Research Publications

Eyes High Journal Articles


Peer-reviewed Articles

Accounting


Business Technology Management

Entrepreneurship and Innovation


Finance


Marketing


Operations and Supply Chain Management

Organizational Behaviour and Human Resources


Risk Management and Insurance / Organizational Behaviour and Human Resources


Strategy and Global Management


Editorials and Other Articles


**Harvard Business Review Articles**


**Book Chapters**


**Professional Articles**


Conference Activity

Conference Presentations


Conference Proceedings

Bob Hinings took part in the Austrian Early Scholars Workshop (online). He pre-read and listened to short presentations by four young scholars and then gave comments and facilitated a discussion.

**Haskayne Hour Seminar**

June 9, 2020 (online)
COVID-19’s Impact on Workforce: What to Think About Now
Anup Srivastava, Associate Professor of Accounting, Haskayne School of Business
Whitney Rockley, Managing partner and co-founder of McRock Capital

**Presentations**


Yrjo Koskinen presented his paper (with Rui Albuquerque, Shuai Yang and Chendi Zhang), “Resiliency of Environmental and Social Stocks: An Analysis of the Exogenous COVID-19 Market Crash” at a Canadian Sustainable Finance Network (CSFN) webinar on Friday, June 26. This paper is now forthcoming in the *Review of Corporate Finance Studies*. 
In the Media


Anup Srivastava was interviewed by Korean Morning TV (Arirang) on digital tax war, June 10, 2020.


Vijay Govindarajan and Anup Srivastava were interviewed in the segment, “COVID 19 is a short-term challenge, but a long-term opportunity for Higher Ed,” by MBAUniverse.com, June 3, 2020.


- was featured in a press release from the University of Exeter, May 20, 2020.

**Kris Hans** co-hosted an online session, Netflix’s 2020 Product Strategy, with Gibson Biddle, former VP Product of Netflix, May 27, 2020.

**Kris Hans** is launching a podcast with a colleague, entitled “EdTech Examined,” to help people prepare for online delivery this Fall. The podcast is live on all the major podcasting apps (e.g., Stitcher, Spotify, Listen Notes), but the website is still under development (see https://www.edtechexamined.com).


**Ray Patterson** and **Hooman Hidaji**’s research is featured in the article, “Calgary researchers develop method to detect fake news,” by Lisa Grant, 660 News, May 27, 2020.

*UToday Articles*

**Allan Ingelson**’s research is discussed in the article, “Minimizing risk to investors vital to carbon capture and storage,” by Doug Ferguson, UToday, June 30, 2020.

**Jim Dewald** is interviewed in the article, “University of Calgary breaks ground on Mathison Hall, new building for the Haskayne School of Business,” by Stephane Massinon, UToday, May 1, 2020.
Perl-Pollard K. (2020, Jun. 11) Haskayne School of Business dramatically improves research rankings in past five years. UToday.


Yrjo Koskinen is interviewed in the article, “Environmental and social policies help companies weather stock market crisis,” by Doug Ferguson, April 30, 2020, UToday.

The Conversation Articles


Post-doctoral Fellow News

Awards

Lisa Belanger
2020 Parex Postdoc Innovation Fellow
$3,000
Read News Story

Articles


In the Media


Graduate Student News

Awards


Steve Granger won the Global Open Doctoral Scholarship from the Graduate Award Office, University of Calgary, $5,000.
Dissertation Defence

**Zhanna Lyubykk** won the Joseph-Armand Bombardier Canada Graduate Scholarship – Doctoral, $105,000.

**Dongning Yu** successfully defended her dissertation, “Labour Investment: A managers’ decision-making perspective,” on April 15, 2020. Dongning is a PhD candidate in the Accounting area, whose research interests include labour management, financial analysis, corporate governance and corporate social responsibility. She will begin her career as Assistant Professor at Ted Rogers School of Management, Ryerson University.

**Hao (Leo) Lu** successfully defended his dissertation, “Investigating the efficacy of corporate social responsibility from a risk management perspective,” on May 20, 2020. Leo is a PhD candidate in the Risk Management and Insurance area, whose research interests focus on the interrelationships between strategic management and risk management. He is interested in understanding corporate social responsibility, ethics and sustainability from a risk management perspective. Leo has started a post-doctoral fellowship with the Centre for Corporate Sustainability, Haskayne School of Business, with supervisor Anne Kleffner.

**Xianfang Zeng** successfully defended her dissertation, “Resources and Customer Engagement Behaviours,” on May 1, 2020. Dongning is a PhD candidate in the Marketing area, whose research interests include consumer-firm engagement, consumer mindsets, social media, and prosocial behaviours. She will begin her career as Assistant Professor at the University of Wisconsin, River Falls campus.
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